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It has recently been demonstrated that
the marked increase in the systemic concentration of
cytokine interleukin-6 (IL-6) seen with exercise originates from the contracting limb and that skeletal muscle cells per se are the likely source of the production.
This review summarizes the possible mechanisms for
activation and biological consequences of muscle-derived IL-6. It appears that intramuscular IL-6 is stimulated by complex signaling cascades initiated by both
calcium (Ca2!) -dependent and -independent stimuli. It
also seems likely that skeletal muscle produces IL-6 to
aid in maintaining metabolic homeostasis during periods of altered metabolic demand such as muscular
exercise or insulin stimulation. It may do so via local
and/or systemic effects. This review also explores the
efficacy that IL-6 may be used as a therapeutic drug in
treating metabolic disorders such as obesity, type 2
diabetes, and atherosclerosis.—Febbraio, M. A., Pedersen, B. K. Muscle-derived interleukin 6: mechanisms
for activation and possible biological roles. FASEB J. 16,
1335–1347 (2002)
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It has been well demonstrated that the plasma concentration of interleukin-6 (IL-6) increases up to
! 100-fold during muscular exercise (1, 2). This increase is followed by the appearance of cytokine inhibitors IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra) and tumor necrosis factor receptors (TNF-R) and the antiinflammatory cytokine IL-10 (3–5). Concentrations of
the chemokines, IL-8, macrophage inflammatory protein " (MIP-1"), and MIP-1# are elevated after strenuous exercise (6). Strenuous, prolonged exercise such as
marathon running results in a small increase in the
plasma concentration of TNF-" (7–10). Even though
there is a moderate increase in the systemic concentration of these cytokines, the underlying fact is that the
appearance of IL-6 in the circulation is by far the most
marked and that its appearance precedes that of the
other cytokines (Fig. 1).
IL-6 is a member of a family of cytokines that consists
of leukemia inhibitory factor, IL-11, ciliary neurotropic
factor, oncostatin M, and cardiotrophin 1 (11). Their
membership is based on similarities in helical protein
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structure and a shared receptor subunit (the transmembrane glycoprotein 130) (12, 13). IL-6 is a variably
glycosylated protein with a molecular mass of 22–27
kDa depending on the cellular source and amount of
post-translational modification. It is synthesized as a
precursor protein of 212 amino acids (aa), with a 28 aa
signal sequence and a 184 aa mature segment (13). IL-6
is produced by many different cells, but the main
sources in vivo are stimulated monocytes/macrophages, fibroblasts, and vascular endothelial cells (14),
indicative of its role in the modulation of the immune
system. Other cells known to express IL-6 include
keratinocytes, osteoblasts, T cells, B cells, neutrophils,
eosinophils, mast cells, smooth muscle cells (14), and
skeletal muscle cells (15). Typical stimuli for IL-6
production are IL-1, TNF-", and bacterial endotoxin
(14). Hypoxia induces IL-6 in cultured endothelial cells
(16) and hypoxia in vivo elevates plasma IL-6 (17, 18).
Therefore, like many cytokines, IL-6 is a ubiquitous
protein, stimulated by many physiological and pathological stressors (for review, see ref 2). Recently, however, the observation that 10 –35% of the body‘s basal
circulating IL-6 is derived from adipose tissue (19) has
stimulated interest in this cytokine as a possible mediator of metabolic processes.
THE IL-6 RESPONSE TO EXERCISE
Factors affecting the IL-6 response
The finding of increased levels of IL-6 after exercise is
remarkably consistent (3– 6, 8, 10, 21–36). However,
the appearance of IL-6 into the circulation depends on
several factors including exercise intensity, duration,
and mode. Surprisingly, few studies have examined the
effect of intense exercise on plasma IL-6. However,
Nielsen et al. (34) observed a twofold increase in
plasma IL-6 after only 6 min of maximal rowing exercise. In contrast, during prolonged endurance activity,
IL-6 does not appear until later during exercise. Data
from the Copenhagen Marathon race (1996, 1997, and
1998, n$56) suggest a correlation between intensity of
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Figure 1. The plasma cytokine response to strenuous exercise.

exercise and the increase in plasma IL-6 (6). Although
these studies suggest that exercise intensity plays a role
in the IL-6 response, these results may be related to the
mode of exercise in that the mass of skeletal muscle
recruitment may play a role. During the study by
Nielsen et al. (34) rowing was chosen as the mode of
exercise, a type of exercise that results in the recruitment of large muscle groups from the upper and lower
limbs. In support of the notion that the mass of muscle
recruited is important in the appearance of IL-6 in the
plasma, two studies (29, 36) have observed higher
systemic concentrations of IL-6 during running compared with cycling exercise. In the study by Starkie et al.
(29), exercise intensity was normalized to each individual’s onset of blood lactate accumulation. Therefore,
the ‘metabolic load’ when comparing the two forms of
exercise was matched. The fact that the IL-6 response
was higher during running, which involves the recruitment of more muscle groups than cycling, provides
sound evidence that the mass of muscle recruited has a
major effect on the systemic concentration of IL-6.
Indeed, during studies using either the one- (30) or
two- (31, 37) legged concentric knee extensor exercise
model, which recruits only muscles from the upper
legs, the appearance of IL-6 in the plasma is observed
later and is less pronounced compared with exercise
that results in the recruitment of more motor units.
The type of muscle contraction appears to have a
great effect on the time course of the systemic appearance of IL-6. During prolonged (1 h) (38) or intermittent (27) eccentric, one-legged knee extensor exercise
or two-legged eccentric knee extensor exercise lasting
30 min (39), the IL-6 level does not peak until well after
the cessation of exercise. In contrast, during running,
cycling, or concentric knee extensor exercise the IL-6
level peaks at the cessation of exercise before progressively declining into recovery (4, 8, 24, 31). It is clear
therefore that the kinetics of IL-6 differ between that
induced by concentric muscle contractions and that
induced by eccentric exercise associated with muscle
damage. In fact, Bruunsgaard et al. (39), using an
eccentric exercise model, observed that peak IL-6 was
associated not with exercise intensity or duration but
with creatine kinase (CK) levels, a traditional marker of
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muscle damage. Because these observations, it was
commonly thought that the IL-6 response to exercise
represented a reaction to exercise-induced muscle injury in that the exercise-induced increase in IL-6 was a
result of an immune response due to local damage in
the working muscles (36). Although an earlier study
provided some evidence that the increase in plasma
IL-6 was a consequence of an immune response due to
local damage in the working muscles (39), more recent
studies from our group (4, 5) and others (40) did not
show an association between peak IL-6 and peak CK
levels. We recently examined plasma IL-6, CK, and
myoglobin (another indicator of muscle membrane
damage) during and for 5 days after eccentric exercise
in healthy young and elderly subjects. Despite marked
increases in CK and myoglobin, the plasma IL-6 peaked
into recovery at %5 pg!mL&1 in both groups (41).
These findings suggest that the large increase in plasma
levels of IL-6 in exercise models, where the CK level
does not change or is enhanced only a few fold, is
related to mechanisms other than muscle damage. It is
most likely that the marked and immediate increase in
plasma IL-6 in response to exercise of long duration is
independent of muscle damage whereas muscle damage per se is followed by repair mechanisms including
invasion of macrophages into the muscle leading to
IL-6 production. The IL-6 production in relation to
muscle damage occurs later and is of smaller magnitude than IL-6 production related to muscle contractions.
Apart from exercise, intensity duration, and mode, it
has been suggested that the exercise-induced increase
in plasma IL-6 is related to the sympathoadrenal response (24, 36, 43). A study performed in animals
suggested that the increase in epinephrine during
stress was responsible for the increase in IL-6 (44).
However, recent data from our group showed that
when epinephrine was infused to volunteers to closely
mimic the increase in plasma epinephrine during 2.5 h
of running exercise, plasma IL-6 increased only 4-fold
during the infusion but 30-fold during the exercise
(32). When we blunted the epinephrine response by
carbohydrate ingestion (45) or increased it by the
addition of heat stress (R. L. Starkie et al., unpublished
results), the IL-6 response was unaffected. Thus, it
seems that epinephrine plays only a minor role in the
exercise-induced increase in plasma IL-6. It was previously demonstrated that peak plasma IL-6 during exercise correlated with plasma lactate (4). However, a
recent study (46) examined patients with mitochondrial myopathy, characterized by high plasma lactate
levels. These patients were treated with dichloroacetate
(DCA) for 15 days, an agent that increases the activity
of the pyruvate-dehydrogenase complex. The same
exercise test was repeated on days with and without
treatment. DCA lowered the plasma lactate levels and
increased plasma IL-6 at rest. IL-6 increased in response
to exercise only during DCA treatment. Thus, IL-6
production was not a direct result of high lactate levels.
In summary, it appears that the exercise-induced
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increase in IL-6 is related to exercise intensity, duration, the mass of muscle recruited, and one’s endurance capacity. The time course for the increase and
peak in IL-6 appears to be vastly different when comparing concentric with eccentric exercise. Neither the
plasma epinephrine response nor lactate concentration, however, appear to influence plasma IL-6 during
exercise, as previously thought.
Are monocytes the cellular origin of the exerciseinduced increase in plasma IL-6?
Until recently, the cellular origin of the exercise-induced increase in plasma IL-6 has largely been ignored.
However, since it was commonly thought that the
exercise-induced increase in IL-6 was a consequence of
an immune response due to local damage in the
working muscles (36), it was hypothesized that the
immune cells were responsible for this increase (24).
An earlier study by our research group (22) and a
recent study by others (47) demonstrated, however,
that IL-6 mRNA in monocytes, the blood mononuclear
cells responsible for the increase in plasma IL-6 during
sepsis (1), did not increase as a result of exercise. More
recent work from our group has demonstrated clearly
that monocytes are not the source of the exerciseinduced increase in plasma IL-6. Using flow cytometric
techniques, we have demonstrated that the number,
percentage, and mean fluorescence intensity of monocytes staining positive for IL-6 either does not change
during cycling exercise (45) or in fact decreases during
prolonged running (8). Therefore, the previously held
assumption that the IL-6 response to exercise may
involve immune cells does not appear to be correct.
The cellular origin of muscle-derived IL-6
Since it appears that the exercise-induced increase in
IL-6 is related to exercise intensity, duration, and the
mass of muscle recruited, we hypothesized that the
contracting muscle may be responsible for the increase
in plasma IL-6. Our initial study was performed to test
the hypothesis that IL-6 was produced in skeletal muscle in response to intense exercise of long duration (3).
Muscle biopsies were collected before and after a
marathon race. A comparative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique was established to detect mRNA
for IL-6 in skeletal muscle RNA extracted from the
biopsies. Before exercise, mRNA for IL-6 could not be
detected in muscle but we did detect IL-6 in the
postexercise samples. The observation that intramuscular (i.m.) IL-6 gene expression increases in skeletal
muscle in response to exercise was confirmed in a rat
exercise model using the quantitative competitive reverse transcription (RT) -PCR method (48). Rats were
subjected to electrically stimulated eccentric or concentric contractions of the one hind leg while the other leg
remained at rest. The eccentric and concentric contractions both resulted in elevated levels of IL-6 mRNA in
the exercised muscle whereas the level in the resting leg
IL-6 AND SKELETAL MUSCLE

was not elevated. It appears therefore that the local IL-6
production is connected with contracting muscle and is
not due to a systemic effect, because IL-6 mRNA was
elevated only in the muscle from the exercising leg and
not in the other resting leg. As discussed, in these
previous studies we were unable to detect IL-6 mRNA in
resting skeletal muscle. In the previous human study
IL-6 mRNA could be detected in only 5 of 8 muscle
biopsies after 197 ' 7 min of exercise (6). In contrast,
we have recently demonstrated that IL-6 mRNA is
expressed in resting skeletal muscle (29, 31). In the
study by Starkie et al. (29), subjects exercised for only
60 min on four separate occasions (twice running and
twice cycling) and gene expression was markedly elevated and similar in all postexercise samples. The
finding of similar levels of IL-6 mRNA in concentric and
eccentric exercised muscle (29, 48) supports the idea that
the cytokine production cannot be as closely related to
muscle damage as first thought. The disparity in gene
expression between our recent (29, 31) and previous (3)
studies may be due to differences in the methodologies
used. We recently used the real-time PCR technique,
which measures the PCR product when cDNA amplification is first detected by fluorescence, not after a fixed
number of PCR cycles. Hence, this method appears more
sensitive when compared with conventional or comparative PCR, as that performed by Ostrowski et al. (3) because
PCR precision is highest at early cycles.
Although the earlier studies demonstrate that IL-6
mRNA is increased in skeletal muscle biopsy samples,
they do not prove that skeletal muscle is the source of
the increase in the contraction-induced increase in
IL-6. Recently, however, we demonstrated that the net
IL-6 release from the contracting limb contributes to
the exercise-induced increase in arterial plasma concentrations (30). By obtaining arterial-femoral venous
differences over an exercising leg, we found that exercising limbs released IL-6. During the last 2 h of
exercise the release per unit time was %17-fold higher
than the amount accumulating in the plasma. We have
recently confirmed that IL-6 is released from a contracting limb during knee extensor (31) and bicycle (M. A.
Febbraio et al, unpublished results) exercise. Although
IL-6 appears to be produced in the contracting skeletal
muscle, it is still not fully clear which cell type within
the muscle is responsible for the production. Whereas
myoblasts have been shown to be capable of producing
IL-6 (49, 50), endothelial cells (16), fibroblasts (50),
and smooth muscle cells (51) have been shown to
produce IL-6 under certain circumstances. Langberg et
al. (52) have recently demonstrated that IL-6 is produced by the peritendinous tissue of active muscle
during exercise. In an attempt to determine which cells
produce the IL-6, Keller and colleagues isolated nuclei
from muscle biopsies obtained before during and after
exercise. Using RT-PCR, it was demonstrated that the
nuclear transcription rate for IL-6 increased rapidly
and markedly after the onset of exercise (37). This
suggested that a factor associated with contraction
increase IL-6 transcriptional rate, probably in the nu1337

clei from myocytes, given the observation that IL-6
protein is expressed within muscle fibers (53). It appears that most, if not all, of the IL-6 produced during
exercise originates from the contracting limbs and that
skeletal muscle cells per se are the likely source.
Several studies have reported that carbohydrate ingestion attenuates elevations in plasma IL-6 during running
and cycling (24, 36). In contrast, we (45) have reported
that plasma IL-6 was unaffected by carbohydrate ingestion
during cycling. However, in this study the subjects were
highly endurance trained and plasma IL-6 increased to
only %2 pg!mL&1, even without carbohydrate ingestion.
This increase is markedly less than that previously observed in moderately trained subjects (36). We recently we
reported that carbohydrate ingestion did attenuate the
increase in plasma IL-6 in response to cycling and running (29). In the latter experiment, we used subjects of
similar aerobic fitness to those previously reported (36).
We found that the IL-6 gene expression in the contracting
muscles was not affected by carbohydrate ingestion. IL-6
protein release from contracting muscle was not measured, and it is possible that carbohydrate ingestion did
affect the release of IL-6 without altering the gene expression. However, carbohydrate ingestion may have increased the clearance of IL-6 and/or the production of
IL-6 by other sources. Administration of IL-6 into rats
results in an increase in blood glucose and a decrease in
hepatic glycogen content (54). IL-6 has been demonstrated to act directly on hepatocytes to increase hepatic
glucose release (55), demonstrating that IL-6 does not
mediate changes in blood glucose concentration simply
through its effect on glucoregulatory hormones. Taken
collectively, these studies indicate that IL-6 plays roles in
liver function other than stimulating production of acutephase proteins. The liver has been identified as a potential
source of IL-6 in rats (56, 57). It is well known that either
CHO ingestion (58, 59) or infusion (60) during prolonged exercise suppresses hepatic glucose production.
These previous studies lead to the suggestion that if blood
glucose levels fall, as happens during prolonged exercise
without carbohydrate ingestion, the liver will produce IL-6
to stimulate its own glucose output. Conversely, if glucose
is supplied exogenously via oral carbohydrate feedings,
hepatic IL-6 production will be down-regulated as the
demand for endogenous glucose is decreased. Stouthard
et al. (61) have demonstrated that the infusion of recombinant human (rh) IL-6 into resting subjects increases
endogenous glucose production, and it well known that
the liver accounts for most of the glucose produced in the
body. Alternatively, differences in clearance of IL-6 may
be responsible for the attenuated plasma IL-6 during
carbohydrate ingestion.

after the onset of exercise, with a 10 to -20-fold increase
when comparing 30 min of exercise with rest (Fig. 2).
We therefore hypothesized that this rapid increase in
nuclear transcriptional rate was related to a glycogenindependent mechanism, possibly the cytosolic Ca2(
levels, since mechanical load is a potent stimulus for
liberating Ca2( from the lateral sacs of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (62). To test this hypothesis, muscle cells
isolated from human biopsies were harvested and
grown in a culture medium until they fused into
myotubes (63). The cell cultures were then stimulated
with the Ca2( ionophore ionomycin and IL-6 mRNA
was measured by real-time PCR over the next 48 h. IL-6
mRNA increased progressively over 48 h compared with
preincubation levels. It is clear from an examination of
the literature, there is a signaling cascade in other cell
types that indeed implicates intracellular Ca2( ion
concentration ([Ca2(]i) as a potent signaling factor for
IL-6 transcription. It is well known that [Ca2(]i controls
a diverse range of cellular functions, including gene
expression and proliferation (64, 65). In B lymphocytes, the amplitude and duration of the [Ca2(]i controls the differential activation of the proinflammatory
transcriptional regulators nuclear factor )# (NF-)B),
c-Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK), and nuclear factor
of activated T cells (NFAT) (66). These authors observed that NF-)B and JNK are selectively activated by a
large [Ca2(]i rise, whereas activation of NFAT was
induced by a low sustained [Ca2(]i. We propose therefore that during prolonged contractile activity that
results in an increase in IL-6 mRNA in skeletal muscle
(3, 29, 31, 37), initial IL-6 transcription occurs via a
Ca2(/NFAT-dependent pathway. It is tempting to sug-

INTRACELLULAR SIGNALING FOR IL-6
PRODUCTION IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
Role of calcium (Ca2!)
As discussed, we have demonstrated that the nuclear
transcriptional rate of the IL-6 gene is remarkably rapid
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Figure 2. Biphasic transcription of IL-6 in isolated nuclei from
muscle biopsies obtained before and during exercise.
Adapted from ref 37.
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gest such a hypothesis because of several factors. First,
NFAT is activated in many cells including skeletal
myocytes via the upstream activation of calcineurin.
Calcineurin, also called protein phosphatase 2B, is a
serine-threonine protein phosphatase cytosolically located (67, 68). Although it was first shown to be
activated by Ca2( in T cells, it is present in %10-fold
higher concentrations in neuronal and muscle cells
than other cell types (62). Second, when activated,
calcineurin binds to and dephosphorylates NFAT, allowing it to translocate to the nucleus where it associates with other transcription factors (62). Although
NFAT in itself can lead to cytokine gene transcription,
it can bind to the transcription factor AP-1, which can
lead to cytokine gene transcription (67, 68). Although
this pathway is likely to lead to IL-6 gene transcription
during sustained muscular contractions, it is possible
that large Ca2( transients as seen with maximal contraction can activate IL-6 via NF-)B and JNK. It is known
that skeletal muscle expresses JNK and muscle contraction markedly increases JNK activation (69). Even
though the effect of JNK activation on IL-6 gene
transcription in skeletal muscle is unknown, Tuyt et al.
(70) have demonstrated that JNK regulates IL-6 gene
expression in monocytes via activation of NF-)B. Although the degree to which IL-6 is activated in skeletal
muscle by these signaling pathways is not known, it is
possible that during more intense muscular activity
serial activation of these various pathways gives rise to
the more pronounced IL-6 response (see Fig. 3).
Role of glycogen
In the first study where we observed IL-6 protein release
from the contracting limb during prolonged exercise,
we did not observe such a phenomenon until 120 min
of single-legged knee extensor exercise (30). Thereafter, it rose steadily and increased markedly after 240
min of exercise. It is well known that exercise of this
duration results in glycogen depletion and possibly
hypoglycemia (for review, see ref 71). This led us to the
hypothesis that IL-6 gene transcription and ultimately
protein translation and release was linked to glycogen
depletion. In a recent study, an elevated plasma IL-6
response was observed when subjects exercised in a
glycogen-depleted state (72). To test the hypothesis
that IL-6 gene transcription and protein release is
related to glycogen content, we conducted a study
where subjects completed 1 h of single-legged bicycle
exercise, followed by 1 h or double-arm cranking 16 h
before performing 4 –5 h of exhaustive two-legged knee
extensor exercise at 40% of their maximal knee extensor power output. In the intervening 16 h, subjects
consumed a low-carbohydrate diet. This protocol was
designed to deplete glycogen content in one leg and it
allowed us to test the hypothesis that pre-exercise
glycogen availability affected IL-6 production. The experimental model had the advantage that delivery of
substrates and hormones to each limb was the same.
Subjects commenced exercise with a 40% lower glycoIL-6 AND SKELETAL MUSCLE

Figure 3. Proposed signaling cascade for the transcription of
IL-6 in skeletal muscle. At the onset of muscle contraction,
IL-6 gene transcriptional rate is activated by cytosolic Ca2(
levels via activation of upstream signaling molecules. During
prolonged exercise when cytosolic Ca2( levels plateau, IL-6 is
activated via the calcineurin-NFAT/AP1 pathway. During
more intense contraction, when the amplitude of the influx
of Ca2( into the cytosol is marked, IL-6 is activated via the
upstream activation of NF-)B and JNK. During prolonged
exercise, a secondary increase in the transcription of IL-6
occurs due to reduced glycogen levels. This likely occurs via
the activation of p38 MAP kinase directly acting on IL-6
and/or via the activation of NF-)B.

gen content in the low- vs. high-glycogen leg (31). We
found that in the postexercise samples, those with the
lowest glycogen content expressed the highest levels of
IL-6 mRNA. The release of IL-6 from the low-glycogen
exercising leg occurred after only 60 min of exercise
whereas it occurred after 120 min in the other limb
(31). Thus, we concluded that muscle glycogen content
is a determining factor for production of IL-6 across
contracting limbs. One potential concern from this
previous study was that one leg performed exercise the
day before and the other did not. Since mechanical
load can activate the calcineurin/NFAT signaling cascade, we could not rule out the possibility that the
exercise the day before was the stimulus for the IL-6
transcription, even though resting IL-6 on the day of
the experiment was similar when comparing legs. To
rule out this possibility, we had subjects perform exercise on two different occasions, once with a normal and
once with a low pre-exercise muscle glycogen content
(37). We demonstrated that prolonged exercise activated transcription of the IL-6 gene in skeletal muscle
of humans, a response that was dramatically enhanced
under conditions in which muscle glycogen concentrations were low (Fig. 2). Therefore, pre-exercise i.m.
glycogen content appears to be an important determinant of IL-6 gene transcription and ultimate release.
The signaling cascade that would result in IL-6 gene
transcription due to altered glycogen availability is not
well understood. It is possible that a low glycogen
content within the muscle may simply result in an
1339

impaired resequestering of Ca2( by the sarcoplasmic
reticulum, thus activating IL-6 by the previously discussed Ca2(-dependent pathway. It has been demonstrated that during exercise, impaired calcium uptake
and release is associated with low glycogen content in
both animals (73–75) and humans (76). However, it is
possible that low glycogen may activate IL-6 via a
Ca2(-independent pathway. Apart from NFAT, JNK,
and NF-)B, it is well known that IL-6 is activated by the
mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase, p38. p38 MAP
kinase induces IL-6 in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes via
the activation of NF-)B (77). Pharmacological blockade
of p38 MAP kinase with a specific inhibitor decreases
IL-6 expression in MC3T3E-1 osteoblasts (78). It is well
known that p38 MAP kinase increases markedly in
contracting skeletal muscle (69). No studies have determined whether glycogen availability influences p38
MAP kinase expression in contracting skeletal muscle.
However, since p38 MAP kinase is a stress-activated
protein kinase and low glycogen decreases the energy
availability in contracting muscle, this scenario appears
possible. Low glycogen increases Akt phosphorylation
and activity in rat skeletal muscle during insulin stimulation (79). Akt is a signaling serine-threonine molecule downstream of phosphoinositide 3-kinase, a molecule essential for stimulation of insulin mediated
glucose transport (80). Therefore, there is some evidence that glycogen availability influences at least one
key signaling molecule in skeletal muscle during altered homeostasis. Although further research is required to determine the precise signaling cascade that
would lead to IL-6 gene transcription in muscle as a
result of low glycogen, we suggest that this process may
involve the activation of p38 MAP kinase (see Fig. 3).
BIOLOGICAL ROLES OF MUSCLE-DERIVED IL-6
Regulation of glucose homeostasis
Since recent data suggest that the transcription and
ultimate release of IL-6 during prolonged exercise is
related to i.m. glycogen content (31, 37), a hypothesis
has been developed that suggests that IL-6 may be
involved in the regulation of glucose homeostasis either
by affecting hepatic glucose production and/or muscle
glucose uptake (Fig. 4, from ref 81)
At the onset of exercise, the increase in hepatic
glucose production (HGP) is marked and the magnitude of increase depends on the intensity of muscular
work (82). However, despite the large body of research
focused on the regulation of HGP during exercise, this
phenomenon is still not fully elucidated (83). Although
the exercise-induced changes in insulin and/or glucagon (84), cortisol (85), epinephrine (86), or adrenergic neural stimulation (87, 88) have been proposed to
be the major neurohumoral mediators of HGP during
exercise, they cannot account for the rapid increase.
Indeed, we have concluded that the possibility exists
that an as yet unidentified factor, released from con1340
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Figure 4. Scheme outlining the possible role of interleukin-6
in the maintenance of glucose homeostasis during muscle
contraction. From ref 81.

tracting muscle cells, may contribute to the increase in
hepatic glucose production (84).
Some evidence suggests that IL-6 may have a marked
influence on hepatic glucose metabolism. IL-6 has been
shown to inhibit glycogen synthase activity and accelerate glycogen phosphorylase activity (89). It has been
demonstrated that injection of rhIL-6 into humans
increases HGP (90) and fasting blood glucose concentration in a dose-dependent manner (90). These data
raise the possibility that the IL-6 produced by contracting skeletal muscle may contribute to mediating the
hepatic glucose output necessary to maintain blood
glucose homeostasis when the uptake of blood glucose
by skeletal muscles is increased by prolonged exercise.
In addition to the potential effect of IL-6 on HGP, there
is some evidence that IL-6 may be involved in processes
involved in glucose uptake by insulin-stimulated tissue
and/or contracting skeletal muscle. Glucose uptake
into cells is facilitated by a specific family of proteins
referred to as the glucose transporter proteins (GLUT)
(91). In insulin-responsive cells such as muscle, GLUT4
is expressed in high levels in intracellular pools of
specific vesicles. During insulin stimulation, the signaling cascade that results in GLUT4 translocation from
the intracellular pools to the plasma membrane and
transverse tubule is well categorized. This process involves a complex signaling cascade initiated by insulin
binding to the "-subunit of the insulin receptor resulting in autophosphorylation of tyrosine residues in the
receptor #-subunit and activation of a tyrosine kinase
intrinsic to the #-subunit (92). The receptor kinase
then tyrosine phosphorylates insulin receptor substrate
1 (IRS-1) (93). IRS-1 can activate the enzyme phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI 3-kinase) (94), which is
thought to be an important component of intracellular
signaling events that leads to the biological actions of
insulin and, ultimately, trafficking of GLUT4 from its
intracellular pool to the plasma membrane where it can
facilitate the uptake of glucose molecules.
During muscle contraction, the process of GLUT4
translocation is less well understood. Several studies in
the literature provide evidence that the pathways re-
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sponsible for GLUT4 translocation and glucose uptake
when comparing insulin- and contraction-mediated
glucose transport are independent of one another.
First, the effect of contraction is a potent and additive
stimulus for glucose disposal in skeletal muscle. The
addition of exercise during a euglycemic, hyperinsulinemic clamp increases glucose disposal by a further
70% in humans (95). Second, although IRS-1 phosphorylation and PI 3-kinase activity are essential components of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (96 –98),
they are not increased by muscle contraction (99).
Indeed, when PI-3 kinase is selectively inhibited by
wortmannin, insulin-mediated glucose transport is inhibited but contraction-mediated glucose transport is
not impaired (96). Recently, Bergeron et al. (100)
demonstrated that the compound 5-aminoimidazole-4carboxamide 1-#-D-ribofuranoside (AICAR) activated
the AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) pathway and increased muscle glucose uptake in conscious rats. In that
study, the increase in glucose uptake in the presence of
AICAR was observed independent of insulin or the PI
3-kinase inhibitor wortmannin. In this respect, AICAR
appeared to mimic the action of contraction-induced
GLUT4 translocation and glucose transport. This study
suggests that AMPK may have a strong role as the kinase
responsible for translocating GLUT4 to the plasma
membrane during muscle contraction, ultimately leading to an increase in glucose uptake (For review, see ref
101). However, Mu et al. (102) recently demonstrated
that although contraction-induced glucose uptake was
reduced in an AMPK null transgenic mouse it was only
partially reduced. This suggests that although AMPK is
responsible for a portion of the contraction mediated
increase in glucose transport, other AMPK-independent pathways contribute to the response.
In our recent study (31), although glucose uptake
was increased during contraction in a leg depleted of
glycogen and one with normal glycogen levels, the
glucose uptake was markedly higher in the depleted leg
after 60 min of two-legged contraction. IL-6 was produced by the glycogen depleted leg, but not the leg
with normal glycogen levels, at this corresponding time
point. Although these results demonstrate only a temporal relationship between IL-6 production and glucose uptake by skeletal muscle, they raise the possibility
that one biological role of IL-6 may be to signal
molecules to ultimately result in GLUT4 translocation
and enhanced glucose uptake. Work from Stouthard
and co-workers has shown a more direct relationship
between IL-6 and glucose transport. In the first of these
studies, Stouthard et al. (61) demonstrated that infusion of rhIL-6 into human subjects increased whole
body glucose disposal and subsequent oxidation compared with a control trial. Even though endogenous
glucose production was increased with rhIL-6 infusion,
the metabolic clearance rate of glucose was higher in
this trial, suggesting that relative hyperglycemia was not
responsible for the augmented glucose disposal. In a
followup study, Stouthard et al. (103) demonstrated
that IL-6 increased basal and insulin-stimulated glucose
IL-6 AND SKELETAL MUSCLE

uptake in cultured 3T3-L1 adipocytes. These authors
concluded that IL-6 acted by increasing glucose transporter intrinsic activity. Recent evidence from others
provides a mechanism as to how IL-6 may act to
increase glucose uptake. Increased glucose transport
was found in jejunal tissue incubated with IL-6 compared with controls (104). Moreover, IL-6 seems to be
able to increase the absorption of glucose in the gut,
thereby increasing the plasma glucose levels (104). The
effect of IL-6 on glucose uptake in skeletal muscle cells
has not been investigated. However, Bedard et al. (105)
have implicated other cytokines, namely, TNF-" and
interferon * (IFN-*) in the process of glucose uptake in
skeletal muscle via an increase in nitric oxide synthase
(NOS) expression. Bradley et al. (106) have demonstrated that leg glucose uptake during muscle contraction in humans is reduced with administration of
L-NMMA, a pharmacological NOS inhibitor; when inducible NOS is pharmacologically inhibited in an osteoblast cell line, IL-6 expression is concomitantly
decreased (78). Although speculative, these studies
suggest the possibility that muscle-derived IL-6 may
contribute to contraction-mediated glucose uptake.
Regulation of fat metabolism
Besides the glucoregulatory effect of IL-6, emerging
evidence suggests that this cytokine may be involved in
other metabolic pathways. Stouthard et al. (103) found
an increase in circulating free fatty acids (FFA) with
rhIL-6 infusion concomitant with the increase in liver
glucose output during IL-6 infusion. In this previous
study, however, epinephrine was elevated and therefore
the authors could not determine whether IL-6 acted
directly on adipocytes, as epinephrine is a powerful
lipolytic hormone. Infusion of IL-6 into rats increased
serum triglyceride and FFA levels in a dose-dependent
manner (107). The hypertriglyceridemia was due to
increased secretion by the liver and not decreased
clearance. In an important study, Wallenius et al. (108)
have demonstrated that an IL-6-deficient mouse developed mature-onset obesity compared with wild-type
control mice. When the mice were treated with IL-6 for
18 days, there was a significant decrease in body weight
in transgenic but not the wild-type mice. These data
suggest that IL-6 is important in lipolytic processes.
IL-6 is secreted by adipose tissue (19, 109, 110),
suggesting it may have paracrine effects there. However, a recent study has demonstrated that IL-6
production by adipose tissue is suppressed during
exercise but elevated after exercise (111). Taken
together, these data suggest that IL-6 is a powerful
lipolytic factor and may indicate that during exercise
the increase in arterial FFA concentration is mediated at least in part by IL-6 released from the muscle.
Hence, we propose that muscle-derived IL-6 acts in a
neuroendocrine hormone-like manner.
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IMPLICATIONS OF MUSCLE-DERIVED IL-6 IN
HEALTH AND DISEASE
Given the many beneficial effects of physical exercise
on health and the marked increase in IL-6 gene
transcription within skeletal muscle and protein release, it is hard to believe that muscle-derived IL-6 is
detrimental to health. However, several studies have
suggested that high circulating IL-6 may exert pathogenic effects in age-related diseases such as obesity,
atherosclerosis, and type 2 diabetes (112–117). In
several population-based studies, plasma concentrations of IL-6 have been shown to predict total and
cardiovascular mortality (118, 119). Aging is associated with increased levels of IL-6 (120). It has been
proposed that IL-6 is the mediator that links the
acute-phase response to visceral obesity, insulin resistance, and atherosclerosis (117; Munford Grand
Rounds of July 6, 2000). These studies demonstrate
only a putative association between IL-6 and disease.
To our knowledge, only one study has directly manipulated IL-6 and examined altered metabolic homeostasis. Wallenius (108) demonstrated that an
IL-6-deficient mouse developed mature-onset obesity
vs. a wild-type control mouse. When mice were
treated with IL-6 for 18 days, there was a pronounced
decrease in body weight in the transgenic but not
wild-type mice. Contrary to the popular theory, this
study suggests a positive metabolic role for IL-6 in
health and in the treatment of disease. There are
several reasons why IL-6 may be considered detrimental to health. First, it is important to distinguish
between acute increases in IL-6 and IL-6 hyperproduction. IL-6 hyperproduction has been implicated
in glucocorticoid receptor dysfunction that may negatively affect metabolic homeostasis (121). When
circulating IL-6 is acutely elevated by exercise (31) or
rhIL-6 infusion (A. Steensberg, unpublished results),
however, the decline in systemic IL-6 upon withdrawal of the stimulus is rapid, with values returning
to baseline within hours. Therefore, the distinction
between acute and chronic elevations in IL-6 may be
important when determining the health implications
of IL-6. IL-6 may be elevated in disease states as a
consequence rather than a cause of the perturbation
in order to down-regulate other metabolic dysfunctions. For example, high levels of IL-6 in patients with
so-called ‘metabolic syndrome’ may be explained by
the fact that IL-6 is produced in adipose tissue, and
these subjects have a higher body mass index than
the general population (19, 122).
Anti-inflammatory effects of muscle-derived IL-6
Increased levels of TNF-" and IL-6 have been observed in obese individuals, smokers, and patients
with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (type 2
diabetes) (112, 123). Therefore, IL-6 and TNF-" have
both been implicated in disease. The evidence that
insulin resistance in skeletal muscle is linked to
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TNF-" is well established. TNF-" is expressed in
human skeletal muscle and its expression is augmented in the skeletal muscle of patients with type 2
diabetes (124). TNF-" decreases insulin-stimulated
rates of glucose storage in cultured human muscle
cells (125). TNF-" administration impairs insulinmediated capillary recruitment and glucose uptake
in anesthetized rats (126) whereas TNF-" null mice
are protected from insulin resistance (127). TNF-"
down-regulates GLUT4 and inhibits insulin receptor
activity (128). In contrast, the association between
IL-6 and insulin resistance and/or type 2 diabetes is
putative rather than causal. Although type 2 diabetes
is associated with IL-6 gene polymorphism (129),
higher plasma concentrations of IL-6 (130), and IL-6
release from adipose tissue (113), there is no direct
evidence for an association between IL-6 expression
and insulin resistance, particularly in skeletal muscle.
Although many studies suggest that IL-6 and TNF-"
have similar functions, numerous studies demonstrate this is not the case. In elderly people, serum
levels of leptin and TNF-" are correlated even when
adjusting for the effect of gender and body mass
index (131). TNF-" is elevated in elderly patients
with atherosclerosis compared with age-matched subjects without this diagnosis (120, 132). However,
although TNF-" correlates with IL-6, the latter cytokine was not associated with atherosclerosis (120).
Infusion of IL-6 into humans will result in fever but
does not cause shock or capillary leakage-like syndrome as observed with the prototypical proinflammatory cytokines IL-1 and TNF-" (132). IL-6 administration in humans induces the induction of IL-1ra
and soluble TNF receptors, but not IL-1# and TNF-"
(132). IL-6 induces the production of C reactive
protein, which has a role in the induction of antiinflammatory cytokines in circulating monocytes and
in suppression of the synthesis of proinflammatory
cytokines in tissue macrophages (133). IL-6 is involved in the regulation of hematopoiesis, and can
inhibit myeloid leukemic cell lines and their differentiation into macrophages (14). Hence, musclederived IL-6 can have positive immunological suppressive effects (for review, see ref 132).
It is clear that TNF-" can adversely affect metabolic
function. We therefore suggest that one function of
muscle-derived IL-6 is to down-regulate TNF-", giving
rise to the observation that in some circumstances
both cytokines may be elevated. Although TNF-" has
been measured in human skeletal muscle (125), we
have recently measured i.m. IL-6 and TNF-" mRNA
and protein release across contracting and noncontracting limbs in healthy subjects and patients with
type 2 diabetes (A. Steensberg et al. and M. A.
Febbraio, unpublished results). In the first of these
studies (M. A. Febbraio, unpublished results), we
demonstrated that TNF-" was not released either at
rest or after 25 min of semirecumbent cycling in
either patients with type 2 diabetes or healthy aged
and BMI matched controls. In contrast, 25 min of
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exercise was sufficient to result in a marked increase
in IL-6 release, which appeared to be augmented in
the patient group. In the latter study (A. Steensberg
et al., unpublished results), despite 3 h of continual
contractile activity, TNF-" mRNA was not significantly increased compared with rest. However, there
was a small (%4-fold) and insignificant increase in
TNF-" mRNA after 30 min of exercise, after which
time it decreased. In contrast, the %100-fold increase
in IL-6 mRNA peaked after 180 min of exercise. We
have been able to demonstrate in preliminary experiments, that TNF-" gene expression is inducible in
human skeletal muscle cells. We have shown that
when stimulated with the Ca2( ionophore ionomycin, cultured primary human muscle cells significantly increase TNF-" gene expression after 6 h of
incubation (C. Keller, Y. Hellsten, H. Pilegaard,
M. A., Febbraio, and B. K. Pedersen, unpublished
observations). In contrast, IL-6 peaked in the same
stimulated culture preparation after 24 h (63). Given
these preliminary results and those from the present
experiment, we propose that one function of the
marked increase in IL-6 gene expression in skeletal
muscle during muscle contraction may be to inhibit
any increase in TNF-" production. During contraction, muscle glucose uptake is markedly increased
compared with rest and therefore our hypothesis is
consistent with the observation that TNF-" impairs
glucose disposal in skeletal muscle. Indeed, some
data demonstrate that IL-6 can attenuate increases in
TNF-". Tanaka et al. (134) have recently demonstrated that during viral myocarditis, the serum
TNF-" concentration is markedly reduced in transgenic mice, which overexpress IL-6 compared with
wild-type mice. IL-6 inhibits LPS-induced TNF-" production in cultured human monocytes and in the
human monocytic line U937 (135). The suppressive
effect occurs at the level of transcription in human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (136). In in vivo
endotoxin models, levels of TNF-" are elevated in
anti-IL-6-treated mice (137) and in IL-6-deficient
knockout mice compared with control mice (137),
suggesting that circulating IL-6 regulates TNF-".
Whereas exercise decreases the percentage of type 1
T cells, IL-6 may stimulate type 2 T cells, thereby
maintaining a relatively unaltered percentage of
these cells in the circulation compared with total
circulating lymphocyte number (138). Thus, the
current view is that IL-6 has primarily anti-inflammatory effects.
IL-6, glucose uptake, and insulin resistance:
implications for type 2 diabetes
Although the precise cause/s of peripheral insulin
resistance associated with type 2 diabetes is/are not
fully clear, recent research suggests that type 2 diabetics
have defects in insulin signaling and GLUT4 trafficking
(139). As discussed, Stouthard et al. (103) have demonstrated that basal and insulin-stimulated glucose upIL-6 AND SKELETAL MUSCLE

take in cultured 3T3-L1 adipocytes was augmented
when the cells were incubated with IL-6. If, as we
suspect, IL-6 expression may increase glucose transport
by up-regulating the processes involved in the trafficking of GLUT4 from the intracellular pools to the
plasma membrane, it is possible that IL-6 expression
may be up-regulated in insulin resistant skeletal muscle
in an attempt to overcome the impaired glucose uptake.
A current theory is that IL-6 causes insulin resistance
because type 2 diabetes is associated with IL-6 gene
polymorphism (129), higher plasma concentrations of
IL-6 (130), and IL-6 release from adipose tissue (113).
However, there is no direct evidence that IL-6 expression causes insulin resistance in a manner similar to
that of TNF-". On the contrary, there is evidence
suggesting that IL-6 may enhance insulin sensitivity
rather than cause insulin resistance. For example,
transgenic non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice that overexpress human IL-6 have delayed onset of diabetes and
prolonged survival compared with NOD mice in the
absence of the overexpressed IL-6 gene (140). Wallenius et al. (108) have demonstrated that IL-6-deficient
mice have higher basal glucose levels and markedly
impaired glucose disposal during an intravenous glucose tolerance test. We have recently shown that a
rodent rendered insulin resistant in skeletal muscle due
to an overexpression of the gluconeogenic regulatory
enzyme phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase in the kidney and liver markedly increases IL-6 gene expression
in skeletal muscle during a hyperinsulinemic, euglycemic clamp (141). We hypothesized that the higher IL-6
mRNA in insulin-resistant, insulin-stimulated tissue was
an attempt by the organ to overcome the defect. This
hypothesis was based on the consistent observation that
during contraction, when glucose uptake is markedly
elevated above resting levels, skeletal muscle IL-6 gene
transcription is remarkably high. These studies could
suggest that IL-6 production and subsequent release by
skeletal muscle may play a role in the regulation of
glucose homeostasis in insulin-sensitive tissue and that
IL-6 may be up-regulated in insulin resistant tissue in an
attempt to overcome such a metabolic dysfunction.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the literature demonstrates that exercise
results in a marked increase in circulating IL-6 and that
much is derived from the contracting limb. It appears
that the skeletal muscle cells per se produce IL-6,
stimulated by complex signaling cascades that are initiated by Ca2(-dependent and -independent stimuli.
We propose that the muscle produces IL-6 to aid in
maintaining metabolic homeostasis during periods of
altered metabolic demand such as muscular exercise or
insulin stimulation. It may do so via local effects and/or
via systemic effects, acting in a neurohumoral manner
(2, see Fig. 5). Given recent findings, we think there is
a scope for IL-6 to be used as a therapeutic drug in
1343
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Figure 5. Schematic presentation of the biological effect of
muscle-derived IL-6 (adapted from ref 2).

treating metabolic disorders such as obesity, type 2
diabetes and atherosclerosis.
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